The very first images from the 1977 expedition, sorted frame-by-frame from 400-foot-long strips of film, were much fuzzier than those that spoil us in high definition today, and far from charismatic. They were grainy images of black and white with a few shades in between, but to those whose eyes first blinked before them, they were perfect. 
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Crane also said the Deep Tow imaged some of the seafloor biota. Therefore, she knew that an easy way to find the vents was to look for the large white clams, which one senior scientist told her were likely leftovers from a clambake We almost lost the vehicle on numerous occasions. And working 24 hours a day was exhausting, but we were finding vents left and right. It was real hand-tohand combat."
The expedition was executed from Ballard, aboard Knorr, felt Lulu was going too slowly, so Knorr ran ahead. "We needed to find some vents," he said. They arrived on site two days before Lulu.
"We began hunting in the valley right away," Ballard said, "and we found the vents on the first lowering of ANGUS.
Nothing's happening, nothing's happening, nothing's happening, and then BAM!, we get a temperature anomaly.
It was a mere fraction of a degree, but that's substantial in a big ocean that sucks up heat like a sponge," he said.
"Obviously, we went right over the vent. 
According to your book Sea Legs, the vent discovery was among the best of times and worst of times for you. What was your most memorable moment?
I was most amazed by the incredible beauty of the life and the warm water.
I was also more amazed by the tubeworms (and I had never seen these before in a photo). Stunning colors of reds, whites, and pink set in a backdrop of black velvet… I also remember on the '77 expedition they thought what we now know to be the "dandelions" were a mistake from the chemistry of the fi lm processing.
Bob Ballard

How far has vent research come, and is it headed in the right direction?
It started out at zero, so it's come a long way. It's obviously signifi cant science, but it's been almost the obsession of the oceanographic community for the last 30 years. It's almost dominating, to the exclusion of other discoveries that aren't being made. We are so ridge-focused that very little real exploration is being done right now… Vent scientists aren't generalists anymore.
They go to a vent and camp out and don't look much at the area around it.
But I think the generalists make better explorers. They make the discoveries. When you get too focused, you miss the forest for the trees. We need to return to exploration and see what else we're missing.
Jerry van Andel
What has been a comparable discovery?
The Ocean Drilling Program, which has sent the complete history of the earth upside down. I would think that was far more weighty in terms of learning more about the earth. Taking cores of ocean sediments ultimately helped us prove the global change, which was in many ways bigger than the hot springs discovery. The vents were far more important biologically than geophysically. The biology was the bigger deal.
Fred Grassle
What's the next big earth science discovery?
Microbial life in general: I think there are lots of discoveries to be made there. The discovery of the vents completely changed the general view of the deep sea. Parts of the deep sea were a desert, but we learned that there were these places with extraordinary, rich life. And we keep fi nding more chemosynthetic communities. We knew it had to be the sulfur bacteria [fueling the ecosystems]. But even that part of the story is not fully worked out because there are all sorts of bacterial primary producers down there. One of the untold stories is the importance of the ones that don't require oxygen. 
FRED GR AssLE: FiR sT BiOLO GisT
"We first heard about the animals in a press release, and we knew there had to be a biology expedition. We knew it had to be right because no one could make that up. We were astonished. It was certainly contrary to our knowledge of the deep sea at the time."
Here's what the biologists were given by the geologists and geochemists from the 1977 expedition: "a vestimentiferan, some clams, and a galatheid crab," he said. It was a three-leg expedition in 1979, Grassle recalled, and they collected just about everything they could. "Everyone was a little anxious, a little anxious about just about everything. Generally these were people who were each used to being chief scientists. We also had a huge amount of trouble with the submarine [Alvin] . It got so bad that we had to go in early." Nevertheless, he said, it was terrific. "We all shared the wonderment and privilege of being there."
Grassle was on the first biology dive, which never made it to the vents. "Finally," he said, "we could see a cobweb appearance of worms, large clams, and so on. We did very well on just about every dive after that… that is, once we found it! In fact, when you add it up, we had something like 50 publications from just the first series of dives. These included descriptions of things no one had ever seen before."
Among the biggest surprises were things they simply didn't know how to identify, like the siphonophores, Grassle said. There was also no curator on board, so Grassle had to take over that responsibility on the first cruise.
"It was almost like you didn't think about it because the opportunity was so huge. …Coming back from the vents, the material was huge and easy to describe and there weren't a lot of species. So everyone dropped what they were doing to describe it," he said.
CONCLusiON
While they were seasoned oceanographers on the sea surface, the vent pioneers were squirmy, wide-eyed preemies in this place, a brand new world that added tremendous depth to the understanding of how Earth works as a dynamic system. Thirty years have passed since the landmark dive that turned biology on its head. "We didn't know we were going to make this discovery. I mean, my God, that's what made it so amazing," said Ballard. "We thought we'd find a crack in the ocean with water coming out. Big deal: that wouldn't be very photographic. We didn't expect the animals. That's what surprised us.
We didn't know this was going to be as gigantic a deal as it was."
